Press Release

SPI Lasers is now TRUMPF
TRUMPF integrates all fiber laser technologies into its product portfolio //
Change of name and merger of TRUMPF and its subsidiary SPI Lasers
completed
Ditzingen, December 1, 2020 – The high-technology company TRUMPF has
completed the renaming and merger of its wholly-owned fiber laser
manufacturing subsidiary SPI Lasers, into the TRUMPF group and under the
TRUMPF brand. Effective November 28, 2020, the Southampton, UK-based
company SPI Lasers UK Ltd. will now operate under the name TRUMPF Laser
UK Ltd. The companies SPI USA and SPI Korea have been merged with the
local companies TRUMPF USA and TRUMPF Korea, respectively, effective
November 1 and December 1, 2020. TRUMPF has previously merged the SPI
subsidiary in China with TRUMPF China back in April 2020. Since July 1, 2020,
products from the former SPI Lasers have been available through TRUMPF sales
channels.
As a result of this name change and merger, the former SPI Lasers organization
is now working even more closely with TRUMPF Laser- und Systemtechnik
GmbH, also a wholly owned subsidiary of the TRUMPF Group. The two
companies are pooling their competence and expertise in laser technology
worldwide to create synergies and improve customer service for industrial
applications in both disk laser and fiber laser technology.
SPI Lasers UK Ltd. has been a wholly owned subsidiary of the TRUMPF Group
since 2008 and has quickly established itself within the group as an expert in the
development and manufacture of fiber lasers. In order to be able to offer its
industrial customers the best possible beam source for their requirements and
applications, backed by the highest levels of service, TRUMPF has now fully
integrated fiber lasers into its global sales and service channels. You can find an
overview of the complete TRUMPF fiber laser product portfolio here: TRUMPF
fiber lasers. You can find an overview of the pulsed lasers from TRUMPF here:
pulsed TRUMPF lasers.
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Digital photographs in print-ready resolution are available to illustrate this press release.
They may only be used for editorial purposes. Use is free of charge when credit is given
as “Photo: TRUMPF”. Graphic editing – except for cropping the main subject – is
prohibited. Additional photos can be accessed at the TRUMPF Media Pool.

TRUMPF Laser UK Ltd. in Rugby.

◼
About TRUMPF
The high-technology company TRUMPF offers production solutions in the machine tool
and laser sectors. It is driving digital connectivity in manufacturing industry through
consulting, platform and software offers. TRUMPF is the world technological and market
leader for machine tools used in flexible sheet metal processing, and also for industrial
lasers.
In 2019/20 the company – which has about 14,300 employees – achieved sales of 3.5
billion euros. With over 70 subsidiaries, the TRUMPF Group is represented in nearly all
the countries of Europe, North and South America, and Asia. It has production facilities in
Germany, France, Great Britain, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, the Czech Republic,
the USA, Mexico, China and Japan.
For more information about TRUMPF go to www.trumpf.com
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